Old type fuse boxes

Each circuit in the home is protected by a fuse, and each fuse must be the correct type and
have an appropriate amperage rating for its circuit. Using the wrong type of fuse for a circuit
can pose a serious fire hazard, so it's important to identify the correct fuse for each circuit.
Fuses for standard circuits not high-voltage appliance circuits are called plug fuses and have
screw-in bases. There are two different types of bases and screw-in fuses: the Edison base
found on Type T fuses and the rejection base found on Type S fuses. Rejection base Type S
fuses will work with Edison-type sockets only when combined with an adapter base that screws
and locks into the Edison socket. The Type S fuse then screws into the adapter. Rejection bases
are also known as "tamper-proof," and they were developed to prevent homeowners from using
the wrong type of fuse for a circuit. Each Type S fuse of a specific amperage rating has a
matching base adapter with a specific size of thread that prevents mismatching the fuses. For
example, it stops a person from putting a amp fuse in a amp circuit, a potentially serious
mistake. A amp Type S fits only a amp base adapter. By contrast, a Type T fuse can fit into any
Edison socket, regardless of the circuit's amperage. They are general-purpose plug fuses and
are "fast-acting"â€”that is, they have no time-delay fuse element and quickly interrupt the
circuit once the fuse's rated amperage is exceeded. These fuses are designed for use in general
lighting and power circuits that do not contain electric motors. Electric motors draw additional
current at startup and will blow a Type W fuse if the motor is of any significant size. Because of
this, time-delay fuses are used much more commonly than type-W fuses. Type-W fuse rating:
volts; up to 30 amps. SL and TL fuses are medium-duty time-delay fuses and are now the most
commonly used plug fuses found in home electrical systems. Without a time-delay feature,
simply starting your garbage disposer or refrigerator would cause a fuse to blow. Type SL and
TL fuse rating: volts; up to 30 amps. These fuses have a longer time-delay feature than the SL or
TL fuses. However, just like the SL and TL fuses, the only difference between the S and the T
heavy-duty fuses are the bases: type-S has a rejection base; type-T has an Edison base.
Heavy-duty time-delay fuses contain a spring-loaded metal fuse link attached to a solder plug. If
the overloaded circuit condition continues for too long, the solder plug melts and the spring
pulls the fuse link free, cutting power to the circuit. This allows the fuse to absorb a longer
temporary circuit overload than with other time-delay fuses. Type S and T heavy-duty fuse
rating: volts; up to 30 amps. Mini-breakers fuses are retrofit circuit breaker fuses that screw into
Edison-base fuse sockets. They essentially replace a fuse with a push-button circuit breaker.
Mini breakers have a little button that pops out when the circuit is overloaded. All you need to
do is push the button back in to reset the breaker. Mini-breakers are also designed for time
delay, so they do not trip unnecessarily when motors or appliances start up. Mini-breaker fuse
rating: volts; up to 20 amps. Screw-In Fuse Bases Fuses for standard circuits not high-voltage
appliance circuits are called plug fuses and have screw-in bases. Continue to 5 of 5 below.
Mini-Breaker Fuse Mini-breakers fuses are retrofit circuit breaker fuses that screw into
Edison-base fuse sockets. Related Topics. Home Repair Electrical Repair. Read More. Richard
Quinton. This got me wondering if the old unit, which is made from metal and bakelite and still
has fuse wire, is up to code and if not is my old fusebox illegal? An old fuse box is not illegal.
Whereas an old-style fuse box will look like the image below with a metal cabinet and door, a
single breaker switch, and large ceramic fuses that have the fuse wire across the back. But they
are not illegal unless you intend to rent the property, it would be a huge job to check and
change every single one, so authorities rely on local contractors to keep up to date with current
requirements and advise homeowners when things need to be changed. The old-style cabinets
are usually made from light grade metal and the circuit breakers are made from an electrical
insulator such as ceramics or bakelite, these hold the metal pins connectors which are pushed
into the panel board. The metal pins are in turn connected with fuse wire of a particular rating,
typically 5 amp for a lighting circuit or 30 amp for a cooker for example. When the circuit
overloads the fuse wire should overheat and burn out quickly thus breaking the circuit,. To
reset the circuit the fuse wire must be replaced. An old fusebox which has been installed and
working for many years will continue to do so if looked after. There are more hassles to having
an old-style fuse box, but generally, they are considered less safe than the latest units. For
example, putting 5 amp fuse wire into a 30 amp circuit will blow the circuit every time you turn
on the oven, which is going to be annoying and become a headache. However, if a 30 amp fuse
wire is put into a 5 amp circuit, then appliances are likely to be damaged or worse, the wiring
could be overloaded which will get hot and could cause a fire. Electrical codes and regulations
vary for different countries but are set up to ensure one thing the improved safety of the
end-user. Codes are constantly revised and re-written so that an installation that was within
guidelines 10 years ago may well be safe but may not be up to the latest standards. BS , for
example, is an update to the previous standard, and is used by electrical contractors in the UK
and NFPA 70 in the US as guidance and best practice for new installations and updates.

National Fire Protection Association. British Standards Institue. Changes and updates to
regulations include the materials of manufacture, for example, previously consumer panels
could be made from heavy-duty plastic, and new legislation states that they should be
constructed from metal. From a legal standpoint, although the plastic versions are not in line
with current regulation, they are safe they this means they do not need to be changed unless
they are found to be faulty, but there may be reasons why old-style units should be updated.
When old fuseboxes are still being used most local contractors will and should advise they be
replaced with the latest standard to ensure the safety of the occupiers. They can refuse to carry
out work on circuits that include old-style fuse boxes as it would be potentially dangerous to
carry out any work whilst this type of outdated safety device is installed. There are more
stringent standards for rental properties, which are intended to provide the safety of the tenants
and the peace of mind for the landlord. Regular electrical inspections are required for properties
that are rented. This is to prove that the property is safe for tenants to live in. In the UK an
electrical inspection should be carried out every 5 years, this will include inspection of the
electrical appliances, the wiring, and the fusebox and safety devices. If a circuit board or
fusebox does not meet the current regulation is must be replaced with a consumer unit that
does, so that a certificate of compliance can be issued. Replacing a fusebox is a job for a
qualified electrician as they must be trained to carry out the work and registered to complete
self-certification required. When looking for a contractor it is always a good idea to get at least 3
different quotes to compare and ask friends or family for recommendations for people they have
used before. Contacting your local electrical installer and having your electrical circuits
checked regularly is also a good idea not only will this mean you have peace of mind that your
house is safe and up to date with the latest regulations, but you can also identify and fix any
issues before they become a problem. Blog , Plumbing. Blog , Hardware and Tools , How to
Guides. Blog , Electrical. Are old fuse boxes illegal? Oldstyle fuse box Vs New consumer panel.
Old Style Fuseboxes. Fuseboxes typically consist of the following items: Main cabinet Door
Power supply Main breaker Circuit breakers Buzz bar Earth connection. When the circuit
overloads the fuse wire should overheat and burn out quickly thus breaking the circuit, To reset
the circuit the fuse wire must be replaced. There are several issues with this old-style fusebox,.
Latest electrical regulations. The Legal Question. Fuseboxes in Rental properties. Cost to
replace a fusebox. Should you change your Fusebox? Find out why you should never fit one!
Blog , Hardware and Tools , How to Guides Wood screw sizes, screw gauge, and how to
compare metric and imperial screws. Blog , Electrical Does electrical tape melt? All you need to
know! Before breakers were the standard, homes and facilities were built with fuse boxes that
contained plug fuses. Plug fuses are still found in many older homes and businesses. Owners
are sometimes confused about the different amp ratings and types of plug fuses that are
installed in the fuse box or nearby for use as spares. This quick review should help you to
understand plug fuses and their proper application. Proper plug fuse usage helps to avoid
overheated wires and potential electrical fires. Plug fuses were commonly used for overcurrent
protection prior to modern-day circuit breakers. Although plug fuses work well when properly
sized, building owners usually lack the knowledge to maintain the proper fuse sizing over time.
Early plug fuse designs allowed for indiscriminate interchanging of fuses regardless of proper
amp ratings. The Type-T plug fuse was originally manufactured with screw shell threads
identical to the threads used in a light bulb socket shown below. As a result of these
deficiencies, a new Type-S, plug fuse design evolved and was required by newer electrical
codes below. The new fuse amperage sizes were not interchangeable in the fuse sockets. The
use of porcelain threads prevented the use of conductive objects like pennies from bypassing
the fuse link. Fuse manufacturers developed plug fuses with time-delay characteristics to
compete with new circuit breakers. Type-TL and SL fuses are considered to be regular duty
fuses. Type T and Type-S are heavy duty fuses for high inrush current applications and typically
use a dual-element design. From a technical sense, plug fuse and circuit breakers are both
capable of performing equivalent overcurrent protection. As a practical matter, circuit breakers
are permanently installed, easily resettable and easier for the owner to understand and use.
This prevents the owner from needing to know the correct size fuse to use and to have spare
fuses on-hand for when fuses blow. Installing Type-T to Type-S adapters should be performed
by a licensed electrician because special knowledge of the existing wire sizes is required for
proper and safe application. Plug fuse adapters are non-removable, locking devices. All rights
reserved. This article is for informational purposes only. Under no circumstances shall HSB or
any party involved in creating or delivering this article be liable for any loss or damage that
results from the use of the information or images contained in or linked to in this article. This
site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Skip to content.
Plug fuses must be sized correctly by the owner throughout the life of the building to prevent

overheating of branch-circuit conductors. Type-T fuses can be interchanged regardless of amp
ratings. The fuse threads are identical to a standard medium-base light bulb. Newer, Type-S
plug fuses have non-interchangeable porcelain threads. Non-removable adapters are shown to
convert Type-T sockets to Type-S plug fuse sockets. Share this:. Like this: Like Loading
Previous Post Previous post: What to do during a power outage. Next Post Next post: Smart
tips for choosing smart door locks. Electrical Outlets Wiring December 12, Leave a Reply
Cancel reply. Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email. They can also be extremely unsafe.
You see, electrical panels contain safety devices either fuses or circuit breakers that trip and
shut off the power when too much electricity flows through them. This helps prevent fires
caused by overheating wires. Yet many Sarasota-area homes have old, outdated panels that
might not work as intended, leaving them vulnerable to a house fire. Here are 4 types of unsafe
panels you should consider replacing if you have them For a long time ss Federal Pacific
Electric was one of the most popular manufacturers of electrical panels in the United States.
And they were installed in millions of homes. This problem has lead to thousands of fires
across the United States, including this one in Central Florida. There are also many reports that
FPE circuits in the off position still send power to the circuit. This can cause electrocution when
working on a circuit you believe to be off. How to tell if you have one : FPE panels are most
common in homes built between and Federal Pacific Electric will likely be written on the cover
of your breaker box. Inside, look for the name Stab-Loc the brand name of the circuit breakers.
Zinsco or GTE-Sylvania panels were popular electrical panels installed in homes throughout the
s. Zinsco is now defunct, but many homes still have these panels. So if there ever is a short or
other problems, the surge of power melts wires and starts fires in your home. How to tell if you
have one : The name Zinsco anywhere on the panel is a sure sign it should be replaced. These
should also be replaced. So if you have one, an electrician will need to inspect it to see if it has
the problematic design. A typical modern circuit breaker has a single metal bus. Electricity
comes into the panel, passes through a main breaker and to the bus. The bus then connects to
each individual circuit breaker, providing power to your entire home. You can then shut off
power to the bus and therefore your entire home simply by turning off the main breaker.
Split-bus electrical panels are different. They have 2 buses and no single main disconnect. One
of these main breakers controls power to half the bottom of the breakers in the panel. The other
main breakers connect directly to the first bus. Above is a photo of a split bus panel with front
cover removed. You can see how the top 3 breakers are connected directly to the incoming
power large black wires at the top. Then the 3rd breaker supplies power to the lower breakers
see the blue wires connecting them. That puts them past their expected lifespan, meaning the
circuit breakers may not trip as they are designed to. How to tell if you have one : Open the front
cover of your electrical box. Are your breakers divided into 2 groups? Is there no single
disconnect breaker? These are good indications that you have a split-bus panel. Fuse boxes are
old electrical panels that use fuses instead of circuit breakers to protect your wires from
becoming overloaded. When a circuit draws too much electricity, the fuse burns out and must
be replaced. Homeowners and sometimes contractors create problems in many fuse boxes that
make them unsafe. Here are a few:. How to tell if you have one : Chances are if you have a fuse
box, you already know it. Instead of a bunch of switches circuit breakers you should see fuses.
If you have one of these unsafe and outdated electrical panels, we highly recommend replacing
them. At the very least, you should have an electrician inspect the panel to see if there are any
signs of problems. Energy Today provides award-winning electrical service to Sarasota, Florida
and the surrounding areas like Bradenton, Tampa and Port Charlotte. Schedule Service Today.
Schedule Appointment Today. Get monthly specials and home comfort tips Fill out my online
form. Book Online. Call us:. Service open:. Monday to Sunday. Are you worried the fuse box in
your house is too old and no longer complies with electrical UK regulations? Is it time to
replace it with a more modern consumer unit? How long is it going to take and more
specifically, how much is it going to cost? A fuse box and a consumer unit serve the same
purpose. It will turn itself to the position OFF making the faulty circuit easily identifiable. Once
the circuit is fixed, the circuit breaker can be switched back on and the power restored. A fuse
box uses fuses instead of circuit breakers. Each fuse contains a wire which will melt if there is
an electrical overload and make the circuit trip and switch the power off. It is not as easy to
identify a faulty circuit when using a fuse box and the, now melted fuse, will need to be replaced
before the power can be restored. Consumer units are basically the modern and safer version of
fuse boxes which in most cases are no longer compliant with current electrical regulations. If
your house is fitted with an old fuse box, it might be time to for you to replace it. An old-style
fuse box will have a series of fuses contained inside fuse carrier which you can manually
remove and replace when one of them goes off following a power overload. A consumer unit
however, will be made of a horizontal row of what is known as MCB Mini circuit breakers. This

type of consumer unit only has one main switch from which all circuits in the house can be
swithed off. In case of a power surge the main switch will trigger itself to the position off, along
with the toggle of the faulty circuit. This is a very popular choice, especially for single storey
houses and small flats. The advantage of this consumer unit is that it is possible to alternate the
circuits so the power can still be available in some part of the house if one of the RCDs is no
longer operational. This is ideal for multiple storey houses. High Integrity consumer unit have
become a very popular choice over time as they offer the ability to separate all circuits
independently. So while your freezer may stop working, everything else will continue working
without interruption. The costs of replacing a fuse box or upgrading a consumer unit to a more
recent once can vary greatly as it will depend on many factors such as:. It is best to speak to
one of our qualified electricians first to get a free quote. The Earth and bonding inspection will
establish if there are any fault in the existing installation which need to be addressed before the
fuse box can be replaced.. Electric installation such as the replacement of a fuse box should be
done by qualified individuals who are able to issue a certificate for the installation in
accordance with Building regulations. In this instance a qualified electrician is your best option.
The location of where your consumer unit should be installed is often overlooked. Since they
are not considered as a feature of a house, consumer units are frequently hidden away in some
dark place in a house. Consumer units should be located so they can easily be reached
whenever it is necessary so it is in compliance with Part M of the building regulations. They
should be mounted with the switches at a height of between 0. Consumer units boxed in
wooden cupboard or mounted under wooden stairs are seen as a fire hazard as these materials
are highly combustible. According to building regulations your consumer unit should be
enclosed in a cabinet or enclosure constructed of non-combustible material such as steel.
According to regulations, electrical equipment should not be present in shower rooms or
bathroom. This includes simple equipment such as wall switches, plugs and especially
consumer units. According to regulation, gas pipes and gas meter in domestic houses, must be
spaced at least mm from electricity meters, switchboards, electric cables, sockets,
telecommunication cables, consumer units and any other conductors. Additionally, there
should be a separation between a supply or distribution cable of at least 25mm for domestic
pipework up to 35mm or 50mm for pipework over 35mm. Before fitting a shiny new electrical
consumer unit, it is advised to carry out an electrical Installation condition report EICR. This
test will establish the health of the electrical installation in your house and enable you and your
electrician to decide if the existing wiring and circuits are fit for purpose. The time it takes to
replace a fuse box may vary on the size of the property as well as the conditon of the exsiting
wiring. A typical replacement geneally takes around half a day. Tel: Email: info excelelectrician.
Service open: Monday to Sunday 24 hour emergency service. What is the difference between a
fuse box and an electrical consumer unit? How do I know if I have an old-fashioned fuse box?
The picture on the right show a typical fuse box. Each MCB will have a switch which can go off
in case of a power surge. The picture on the right show a typical consumer unit. Which
consumer unit is right for my house? Main switch Consumer Unit. Dual RCD Consumer unit.
High integrity Consumer unit. How much does it cost to replace a fuse box or electrical
consumer unit? Frequently asked questions. Can I replace my fuse box myself? Where to install
consumer unit? Can consumer unit be boxed in? Can I have a consumer unit in my bathroom?
Is it dangerous to install a consumer unit near gas meter? Can you wire a new electrical
consumer unit to old wiring? How long does replacing a fuse box take? Electricians you can
trust to replace a fuse box in London. Other electrical services we provide. Their requirements
are for shock protection when changing fuses, and to eliminate the possibility of installing a
fuse with a higher amperage rating than the wiring will safely conduct. So, although these safety
features for old fuse panels have been mandated by the NEC, the insurance company will
probably have the final say on whether these old-style panels are still acceptable. To learn
more, see our blog posts When did circuit breakers replace fuses in homes? What's wrong?
McGarry and Madsen's home inspection blog for buyers of. About Us. Electrical Receptacle
Outlets. Top 5 results given instantly. Edison-type fuse bases are not allowed for volt circuits.
They are also not removable once installed. Type-S adapters must be installed where there is
any evidence of tampering or overfusing of circuits. An example of an exposed fuseholder is
shown below. Search This Site. Aging in Place. Doors and Windows. Energy Efficiency.
Fireplaces and Chimneys. Heating and Air Conditioning. Home Inspection. Hurricane
Resistance. Electrical Panels. Garages and Carports. Common Problems. Life Expectancy.
Older and Historic Houses. Modular Homes. Metal Roofs. Pool and Spa. Roof and Attic.
Structure and Rooms. Water Heaters. Water Heater Age. Septic Tank Systems. Plumbing Pipes.
When It First Became Code. Park Model Homes. Shingle Roofs. Wind Mitigation Form. Concrete
and Concrete Block. Rain Gutters. Crawl Spaces. Building Permits. Clay Soil. Flat Roofs.

Sprinkler Systems. Building Codes. Washers and Dryers. Electrical Wiring. Plumbing Drains and
Traps. Click on magnifying glass for all search results. Electrical Switches. Water Intrusion.
Electrical - Old and Obsolete. Hi there! Sign in Create an account Buy images Sell images. Share
Alamy images with your team and customers. Current lightbox. Live chat. Narrow your search:.
Cut Outs. Page 1 of 7. Next page. Recent searches:. Create a new lightbox Save. Create a
lightbox Your Lightboxes will appear here when you have created some. Save to lightbox.
Space for wires and electric fuses. Season of the spring. Old box used for electrical
installations. Old electrical fuse box with porcelain fuses. Old electrical installation fuse board
and distribution board with wylex switchgear. The electrical room at an old movie theater in
Krakow, Poland. Industrial background. Old electrical switchboard on the wall. Wiring of an old
electrical installation in Caceres, Extremadura, Spain. A fusebox in a house which caught fire
due to a power surge. Domestic electricity m
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eter on the exterior wall of an old abandoned house. Old and rusty electric control box on the
wall. Destruction and vandalism. Old dismantled and rusty electrical panel assembly on an
abandoned and destroyed factory against a backdrop of chaos. Safety switch problems, old
burned electrical switchboard and circuit breakers located in residential building. Close up of an
old electrical junction box. Rusty old electrical circuit breaker box on the exterior of an
abandoned beach home in Florida, USA. La Boca district in Buenos Aires, Argentina Old
abandoned electrical box in blue wall with green pants growing inside. Isolated with patch Old
rusty retro metal box for electrical fuses and switches. Old fashioned electrical fuse box or
switching type installation. Old electrical switch and fuses on an abandoned industrial site.
Isolated Old rusty retro metal box for electrical fuses and switches. White electric box on a pole
outside the house. Several old relays with connected colored wires.

